The Joy of TeX

A Gourmet Guide to Typesetting
with the AMS-TEX macro package

M. D. SPIVAK, Ph.D.

The Joy of TeX is the user-friendly user's guide for \texttt{AMS-TEX}, an extension of \texttt{TeX}, Donald Knuth's revolutionary program for typesetting technical material. \texttt{AMS-TEX} was designed to simplify the input of mathematical material in particular, and to format the output according to any of various preset style specifications.

There are two primary features of the \texttt{TeX} system: it is a computer system for typesetting technical text, especially text containing a great deal of mathematics; and it is a system for producing beautiful text, comparable to the work of the finest printers.

Most importantly, \texttt{TeX}'s capabilities are not available only to \texttt{TeX}perts. While mathematicians and experienced technical typists will find that \texttt{TeX} allows them to specify mathematical formulas with greater accuracy and still have great control over the finished product, even novice technical typists will find the manual easy to use in helping them produce beautiful technical \texttt{TeX}.

This book is designed as a user's guide to the \texttt{AMS-TEX} macro package and details many features of this extremely useful text processing package. Parts 1 and 2, entitled "Starters" and "Main Courses," teach the reader how to typeset most normally encountered text and mathematics. "Sauces and Pickles," the third section, treats more exotic problems and includes a 60-page dictionary of special \texttt{TeX}niques.

Exercises sprinkled generously through each chapter encourage the reader to sit down at a terminal and learn through experimentation. Appendices list summaries of frequently used and more esoteric symbols as well as answers to the exercises.
STÜRTZ SOLVED A PROBLEM AND CLOSED A GAP.

exposes \TeX-files with original Monotype Times Fonts in professional typesetting quality.

Ask for our t\textit{f}m-files in order to produce your dvi-files or send us your \TeX input files with macros—on diskettes or tapes—for composition.

\textit{We} have all standard \TeX-fonts:
str, stti, stbx, sttt, stsc, stmi, stsy, stex, stmsxm, stmsym
and will be adding further special fonts in the near future.

Our t\textit{f}m-files are prepared with optimal kernings.

Universitätsdruckerei H. Stürtz AG
Beethovenstrasse 5, D-8700 Würzburg
Federal Republic of Germany
Telephone (09 31) 385-3 23
Telex 68 798
Telefax (09 31) 38 52 00

Stürtz is one of the best-known printing companies for scientific publications.
MACROT\TeX:

A \TeX toolkit. An extensive set of macros that function in a Plain \TeX environment. The functionality of a full macro package without restricting your complete access to \TeX. Compatible with preexisting macros or macros yet to be designed.
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Price: \$50 for individuals, site license available for corporate and academic users. Please write or call for complete descriptive brochure and order form.
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Determined.
Addison-Wesley is determined to bring you the best \TeX{} has to offer—Micro\TeX{} v1.5A1 for MS-DOS and \TeX{}\textsc{Textures}™ for the Macintosh. When it comes to speed, number of features, compatibility and service, we've got the leaders.

We have just signed a significant, long-term development agreement with ArborText, Inc. Together we will bring you new generations of \TeX{} products that will make your Micro\TeX{} investment more valuable than ever.

This spring, we'll be shipping \TeX{}\textsc{Textures} VI.0. Our preliminary version is already the top selling \TeX{} product for the Macintosh.

Let us show you how determined we are to meet your needs. Call us today. We'll put the power of \TeX{} on your desktop. Call (617) 944-3700, extension 2378.
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EMS Division, Reading, MA 01867

Site Licensing, Network Licensing,
Training, Service and Support.
Dublin — Metafoundry fonts are making headlines, invitations, mastheads, newsletters and a myriad of other documents, without giving up any of the power and precision of T\TeX. First, there are our complete families (including math symbols, math italic and extensible) in a crisp sans serif and in a Roman that is lighter and more compact than CMR.

In addition, we are now proud to offer a Decorative package made up of specialty fonts and symbols to add spice to your T\TeX creations. Outline fonts. Black letter fonts. Even a Copperplate script font.

Finally, we offer a Slavic package of Cyrillic and slavic characters in Roman and sans serif styles compatible with our English fonts.

These fonts are useable with most versions of T\TeX. All are supported for 300 dpi positive imaging machines.

We think you’ll be impressed with the quality and versatility of our fonts. For more information, contact one of these companies who distribute to members of the T\TeX users group:

ASCII Corporation
Tokyo, Japan

Comp-U-Calc, Inc.
Great Bend, Kansas

Personal T\TeX, Inc.
Sunnyvale, California

Uni\TeX Systems
Sheffield, England

To receive copies of our four product catalogues, send a check (payable to OCLC, Inc.) to cover shipping and handling to The Metafoundry, 6565 Frantz Road, Dublin, Ohio 43017. Cost is $8.00 if shipping address is in the U.S. or Canada, $15.00 elsewhere.

The Metafoundry™
Digital Typography & Font Design

T\TeX Support for PC’s

Drivers for PC-T\TeX, MicroT\TeX, and PC’s used as terminals. All drivers support psl and pk files.

dviscrn — a screen driver for most DOS machines including Tandy 2000 and TI machines. Uses any available T\TeX fonts at full or ‘half’ resolution — $100.

dvidump — a driver for TI-855, Epson LQ, Apple Imagewriter, Tandy DMP-2100, HP Thinkjet, etc. — $100.


We also have T\TeXnC for many unix systems including IRIS, Convex, AT&T, Pyramid etc. Coming soon: T\TeX for Xenix machines.

AmigaT\TeX

T\TeX for the Amiga is now available. This version of T\TeX was translated into C by Tom Rokicki and is well suited to Unix style operating systems. It runs on a 512K, 2-floppy drive system; add memory and it is possible to run an editor, the previewer, and T\TeX in multitasking mode. Includes T\TeX, LaT\TeX, IniT\TeX, and a previewer with fonts — $300.

QMS-Kiss and -Smartwriter driver with fonts — $200.

Coming soon: Drivers for other printers, dot matrix and laser. Also, AtariT\TeX for the Atari–1040ST.

Norman Naugle
n² Computer Consultants
P.O. Box 2736
College Station, TX 77841
Personal TEX Inc ... now offers a list of software, fonts and hardware so that we can be your complete TEX outfitter for PC and AT workstations. We have joined forces with ArborText, n² Computer Consultants, the Metafoundry, FTL Systems, and Aurion Technology to bring you these products:

SOFTWARE:

**PCTeX®** A full TeX82, version 2.0, including INITEX, LATEX 2.09, LATEX User's Guide, **AMSTEX**, and Mike Spivak's PCTeX Manual and VANILLA macro package. 33% faster than version 1.0! Runs LATEX in 512K RAM! **$249.**

**PC.MF** A full METAFONT, version 1.0, for the PC/XT, AT and compatibles. Includes The METAFONTbook and a complete set of Computer Modern typeface description files. Useful for scaling existing fonts and creating new ones. **$195.**

**PCDOT** Device drivers for dot-matrix printers. **$95. each.**

**PCLaser** Device drivers for laser printers, including HP LaserJet Plus and PostScript devices. **$175. to $225. each.**

**Preview** ArborText's popular Preview for the PC, now with a host of new features, including side-by-side page viewing and vertical scrolling through a document. **$175.**

**MAXview** A new screen preview program, written by Max Diaz of Aurion Technology. This program has a good basic set of features and works with 13 different graphics adapters, including CGA, EGA and Hercules. **$125.**

**DVISCRN** A new screen preview program from n² Computer Consultants. This program also has a good basic set of features, and works with a variety of graphics adapters, including CGA, EGA and Hercules. **$125.**

**MacTeX** TeX for the Macintosh, from FTL Systems. Includes Editor, Preview and PostScript driver. **$750.** plus **$100.** for each additional license.

FONTS:

**MF Medley** Chel fonts (Computer Helvetica, shown here), and Copperplate, Black Letter and Schoolbook headline fonts. **$100.**

HARDWARE:

**Cordata Laser Printer** Includes PCTeX, driver and fonts. Only **$2695.**

**JLASER** Makes any Canon LBP-CX laser engine a TeX device. From **$699.**

Join thousands of satisfied PCTeX users. Write or call us today for complete product information. Inquire about educational and corporate discounts and site licensing.

PCTeX Bulletin Board: (415)388-1708, 300/1200/2400 baud.


**Trademarks:** PCTeX, Personal TEX, Inc.; MacTeX, FTL Systems; TeX, American Mathematical Society. Manufacturer's product names are trademarks of individual manufacturers. This ad produced using PCTeX, and printed on a Cordata LP-300.
We're ArborText and that means new and innovative products for you. Products like the new ASCII terminal Previewer, Font design package, and Compugraphic driver. *The Publisher™* is one that we're really excited about. It's a structured documentation system based on interactive \TeX that offers

- Ease of use.
- WYSIWYG editing.
- WYSIWYG mathematical and table formatting.
- WYSIWYG Previewer with PostScript screen fonts.
- Industry standards: \TeX, SGML, and PostScript.
- Open architecture programmable system.
- Upward compatibility with all true \TeX systems.
- Interactive or batch page processing
- Valid, coded .tex and SGML files.
- Standard DVI output.

**Introductory Offer**

Because *The Publisher* is our most exciting new product ever, we are offering a special get-acquainted price. If you are one of our thousands of current customers using PC’s, workstations, and mainframes, you qualify for a fifty percent discount off the list price for the beta release of *The Publisher* for a limited time only. The beta version of *The Publisher* runs only on Sun III workstations. You may also qualify for the discount by ordering other ArborText products at the same time you order *The Publisher*. All customers ordering the beta release will be upgraded without charge to the official first release product. The single copy list price of *The Publisher* is $2,000; $1,500 with an academic discount.

**Font Tools**

The Font Tools package contains Metafont and PKedit—a powerful pair of programs for designing your own screen and laser printer fonts. Metafont is a font creation program written by Donald Knuth for use with \TeX. PKedit is a character editing program that can be used to fine tune scanned graphics and low resolution Metafont characters for inclusion in \TeX.
files and to design new fonts from existing .pk files.

Adobe Screen Fonts
Preview can now display a full range of tuned screen fonts for the Times Roman, Helvetica, Courier, and Symbol faces. These fonts represent the base set of fonts that are delivered with every PostScript printer. The ArborText Preview program runs on IBM PC's and compatibles, Sun Workstations, Apollo Domain Computational Nodes, and Digital VAXstation II's.

Terminal Previewer
DVICRT is an inexpensive solution to Previewing on any ASCII terminal or line printer. DVICRT displays formatted \TeX pages with actual line breaks and page breaks.

DVICG
ArborText has developed a driver for the Compugraphic 8000, 8400, and 8600 phototypesetters. DVICG allows you to use the resident Compugraphic fonts alone or combine them with the \TeX Computer Modern fonts.

New Low Prices
We are pleased to announce that effective March 1, 1987 we have once again cut most of our prices in half. In addition, we have instituted a standard, academic discount of 25 percent. Phone us for complete pricing information and product listings or send in the form below.

Yes, I am interested in receiving information about:
\[\square\] \TeX software  \[\square\] Prices  \[\square\] The Publisher
Name
Title
Company/School
Address
City  State  Zip
Business Phone ( )
Computer Hardware
Printer(s)

ARBORTEXT INC.
416 Fourth Street
P.O. Box 7993
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
(313) 996-3566

If you are creating your book files with \TeX, Computer Composition Corporation can now offer the following services:

— Converting \TeX\ DVI or source files to the fully paginated typeset page in either Computer Modern (from DVI files) or true Times Roman typefaces (from source files).

— Providing 300 dpi laser-printed page proofs (when source files are submitted) which simulate the typeset page exactly.

— Keyboarding services, from traditionally-prepared manuscripts via the \TeX processing system.

— Camera work services, including half-tone, line-art, screens, and full page negatives.

Call or write us for sample pages in both Computer Modern and Times Roman.